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Planning for the California Privacy Rights Act
by Michael Young and Jim Harvey
Yesterday, California voters approved a ballot initiative called the California Privacy Rights Act of 2020
(CPRA). Arguably the most comprehensive U.S. state privacy law, the law establishes a new enforcement
and regulatory authority and will result in further expansive privacy regulation.

Essential Steps to Compliance
While there is no “one size fits all” compliance plan, there are steps businesses handling information related
to California residents, households, or devices can take to help ensure compliance.
1.

Expressly Confirm Data Retention Practices. The CPRA requires that businesses may only retain
personal information as “necessary and proportionate” for processing. Businesses must identify and
provide notice of the specific retention periods for the categories of personal information collected.
Businesses should systematically review data retention practices for personal information and consider
measures to minimize that retention to ensure compliance with these new standards. For large or
complex enterprises that do not currently maintain an active data retention program, this review will
likely require a significant effort.

2.

Review Use of Sensitive Information. The CPRA defines a new category of personal information,
“sensitive personal information,” including information such as Social Security number, financial
account, precise geolocation data, racial and ethnic orientation, labor union affiliation, and genetic,
biometric, and health data. Businesses must either restrict their use of sensitive personal information
or else provide consumers notice of their right to request such processing restrictions. Permitted use of
sensitive personal information includes use as “necessary to perform the services or provide the goods,”
as “reasonably expected by an average consumer who requests such goods or services,” and for certain
limited additional purposes, including using information to ensure security and integrity, short-term
transient use, and maintaining service quality. Businesses will need to catalog, evaluate, and potentially
modify their use of sensitive personal information to ensure compliance with these new standards.
This advisory is published by Alston & Bird LLP to provide a summary of significant developments to our clients and friends. It is intended
to be informational and does not constitute legal advice regarding any specific situation. This material may also be considered attorney
advertising under court rules of certain jurisdictions.
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3.

Review and Revise Initial Notices. The CPRA expands notice obligations “at or before the point of
collection” of personal information. Those initial notices must now describe the categories of sensitive
personal information collected, the purpose for such collection, and whether such information is sold
or shared. In addition, initial notices must identify retention periods for each category of information
the business collects. Businesses will need to review and update their initial notices to reflect this new
content mandated under the CPRA.

4.

Update Homepage Links. Businesses that use sensitive personal information beyond the narrow purposes
expressly permitted by the CPRA must include a link on their homepage offering consumers a right to limit the
use of sensitive personal information.1 In addition, the CPRA changes the wording for“do not sell”links to the
phrase“Do Not Sell or Share My Personal Information.”In light of these requirements, businesses must update
their homepages to: (1) disclose the new right to limit processing of sensitive personal information; and
(2) update the existing wording of “do not sell” links. Alternatively, businesses may choose to provide a
“single, clearly-labeled link” that “easily allows” these consumer choices from the homepage, though the
statute does not clearly identify what wording might satisfy the requirement to be “clearly-labeled” and
“easily allow” consumer choice.

5.

Review Data Sharing with (Digital) Marketing Providers. The CPRA expands existing “do not
sell” rights to provide consumers a new right to opt out of having their personal information shared
with third parties for cross-contextual behavioral advertising.2 As a result, businesses will need to
identify marketing providers that personal information may be shared with (even if such sharing is
not technically a “sale”) and identify ways to restrict the provision of personal information to such
providers in response to the new consumer right. In addition, the CPRA will likely challenge the ability
of some digital advertising networks to characterize themselves as “service providers” acting on behalf
of publishers or advertisers. Digital advertising relationships between advertisers, publishers, and
advertising networks need to be examined to ensure accurate characterization of each party’s role
(and appropriate allocations of responsibility).

6.

Update (or Create) Rights-Response Procedures. The CPRA also expands data deletion rights and
provides consumers with a new right of data correction. Pursuant to the new correction right, businesses
must “use commercially reasonable efforts to correct the inaccurate personal information, as directed
by the consumer.” The CPRA also expands data deletion obligations throughout the supply chain in
response to a verifiable consumer deletion request: (1) the business that interacts with the consumer
must delete personal information and direct entities the information has been shared with to delete
the information; (2) the business’s service providers must delete personal information; and (3) those

1

Note that “homepage” is a defined term under the CPRA that means an “introductory page of an internet website” but also any webpage
“where personal information is collected” and, in the case of a mobile application, the application’s download page or a link from within
the application.

2

“Cross-context behavioral advertising” means:
The targeting of advertising to a consumer based on the consumer’s personal information obtained from the consumer’s activity across
businesses, distinctly-branded websites, applications, or services, other than the business, distinctly-branded website, application, or
service with which the consumer intentionally interacts.
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service providers must direct their suppliers in turn to delete such information. Businesses will need
to comprehensively review and update rights-response procedures to adapt to these new consumer
opt-out rights. B2B service providers will also need to create new processes to operationalize the data
deletion obligations the CPRA now imposes on them.
7.

Update Section 130 Website Notice. The CPRA also requires businesses to explain consumer rights
within their website privacy notice in addition to the initial notice and homepage links. These notices
will need to reflect the new CPRA right of correction. Consumers now also have the express right to
understand the purposes for which the business has disclosed information for cross-context behavioral
advertising and the categories of third parties such disclosures were made to. Thus, existing online
website privacy notices (or related disclosures of California privacy rights) must be reviewed and
updated to reflect rights under the CPRA.

8.

Update (Customer/Vendor) Contracts. The CPRA requires that businesses include specific terms in
contracts with their vendors that process personal information of California residents, including terms
(1) requiring compliance with law; (2) enabling the business to “take reasonable and appropriate steps”
to ensure proper use of such information (including a right to stop processing); and (3) requiring
the service provider to provide notice if it determines it cannot meet obligations under the CPRA.
In addition, contracts with vendors that act as service providers must prohibit the vendor from
combining personal information received from the business with other personal information. (“Service
provider” is a significant legal designation under the CPRA that permits businesses to avoid regulated
sales of data.) Businesses should update their vendor contracts to reflect these requirements. Businesses
that provide services to other businesses may want to preempt customer contractual demands by
proposing their own terms for customers, designed to help satisfy the CPRA requirement.

9.

“Reasonable” Information Security. While implicit in the current California Consumer Privacy Act,
the CPRA expressly requires businesses to “implement reasonable security procedures and practices” to
“protect the personal information from unauthorized or illegal access, destruction, use, modification,
or disclosure.” Businesses should maintain a comprehensive information security program that protects
personal information of California consumers, households, or devices.3

Effective Date and Impact on Current Law
The CPRA amends and extends the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which itself only took effect on
January 1, 2020. The previously enacted (and currently effective) CCPA remains in effect until replaced by the
additional or amending provisions of the CPRA.4 Most provisions of the CPRA that impose direct requirements

3

While the CPRA does not itself provide much definition for what “reasonable” information security requires, note that the California attorney
general previously identified 20 controls from the Center for Internet Security’s Critical Security Controls as an appropriate “minimum”
level of information security: “The failure to implement all the Controls that apply to an organization’s environment constitutes a lack of
reasonable security.” In addition, businesses should consider how the concept of “reasonable” security may be informed in their particular
contexts by evolving regulatory and commercial practices.

4

However, note that the CPRA provides that “upon passage” it prevails over any “conflicting” legislation enacted since January 1, 2020. It is
unclear what (if any) particular provisions of California law could be impacted by this provision.
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on business will take effect on January 1, 2023, although provisions relating to the establishment of a new
privacy regulator will take effect much more quickly.
Most businesses subject to the current CCPA will remain subject to the CPRA. In some cases, the CPRA
expands the scope of regulated “businesses” to include (1) certain joint ventures that may have been
previously unregulated (particularly, joint ventures “composed of businesses in which each business has at
least a 40 percent interest”); and (2) businesses that voluntarily submit to the CPRA through a certification
to the newly created regulator, the California Privacy Protection Agency. Small businesses that annually buy,
sell, or share the personal information of fewer than 100,000 California consumers or households may not
qualify as regulated businesses under the CPRA unless meeting some further condition, such as voluntary
certification or ownership by a larger, regulated business.

New California Enforcement Authority: The California Privacy Protection Agency
In addition to imposing obligations on businesses directly, the CPRA also creates a new privacy regulator and
enforcement authority, the California Privacy Protection Agency (CPPA). Provisions creating the CPPA have
quick effect (just five days) after the California secretary of state certifies the vote approving the ballot measure.
Under these provisions, $5 million of funding is immediately allocated within the current 2020–2021 fiscal year
for the establishment of the new privacy regulator, with $10 million a year guaranteed in subsequent years.
Once formed, the CPPA will face the immediately effective mandate to “administer, implement, and enforce
through administrative actions” provisions of the California code containing the existing CCPA, as amended
by the CPRA. Notwithstanding this immediately effective general mandate, some critical enforcement
procedures and powers of the CPPA will not be effective until January 1, 2023, such as the provision providing
the CPPA with express authority to conduct independent investigations. It is unclear how the CPPA will
interpret its own enforcement authority and power before January 1, 2023 in light of these provisions. Until
clarified further by the CPPA itself, businesses could technically face enforcement by the new agency as
soon as the agency is operational.
In addition to creating the CPPA, the CPRA in general does not limit the authority of the state attorney general
to continue enforcing California privacy law. In fact, parts of the new law contemplate that the attorney
general and the CPPA will each have independent authority to separately enforce California privacy laws.5

Additional Regulations
In addition to statutory requirements reflected directly in the text, the CPRA requires the adoption of
expansive new regulations that will further impact businesses. The CPPA will assume regulatory authority
from the attorney general on the earlier of July 1, 2021 or six months after it provides notice to the attorney
general that it is prepared to begin rulemaking. Regulations under the CPRA must be adopted by July 1,
2022. However, it is unclear whether these regulations will be effective on that date (or shortly thereafter) or

5

Provisions such as 1798.199.90(c)(d) and 1798.199.100 aim to establish principles and procedures governing potential enforcement conflicts
between the attorney general and the CPPA. The potential for such enforcement conflicts appears to underline the intent of the law that
both agencies will have enforcement authority.
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on January 1, 2023, when most CPRA provisions become effective. (Of course, it would make little sense for
regulations to become effective before the effectiveness of the statutory provisions they aim to implement.)
In any case, the CPRA mandates the adoption of broad regulations in particular areas, including:
• Prohibiting “deceptive or harassing conduct,” and requiring additional consumer notice explaining how
the consumer may be impacted by exercising opt-out rights.
• Handling consumer data correction requests.
• Restricting service providers’permitted use and combination of personal information obtained from different
sources.
• Defining “intentional interactions” with consumers (a critical concept for businesses that may rely on
consumer authorizations or direction to avoid a technical data sale under the law).
• Requiring annual “cybersecurity audits” and submission of “risk assessments” to the CPPA when
information processing poses a “significant risk” to consumers’ privacy or security (noting that the
quoted phrases are not defined in the statute).
• Empowering the CPPA to conduct audits without a court order, warrant, or subpoena.
• Further restricting the use of sensitive personal information.
• Expanding the CPPA to insurance companies.6
Until regulations are finalized, it will of course be difficult for businesses to plan effectively in these areas.
Nevertheless, the potential for comprehensive additional regulation (potentially effective on short notice)
underlines the need for businesses to maintain robust compliance and data governance practices generally.

6

The CPPA is required to study whether existing insurance regulations provide greater protections to consumers than the CPRA. After
completing that review, the CPPA “shall adopt” a regulation that applies provisions of the CPRA to insurance companies, with the goal of
imposing on insurers any CPRA provisions that are determined to be “more protective” of consumers than existing insurance law.
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You can subscribe to future Privacy & Data Security advisories and other Alston & Bird publications by completing our
publications subscription form.
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